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This report discloses the carbon intensity of Storebrands equity investments in mutual
funds and guaranteed portfolio.
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Results Q1 2018
The results for Q1 2018 are presented in
Table 1 - 3 below. Overall our funds and
guaranteed products performed better
in comparison with index. Compared
with the results from the last quarter, the
indicator t CO2e/1 mill NOK sales revenu-
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es showed an increase of increase of 1%
from 28,0 (Q4, 2017) to 28,1 (Q1, 2018)
in our mutual funds quoted in NOK. Our
mutual funds quoted in SEK, showed a decrease of 1% from 18,3 (Q4, 2017) to 18,0
(Q1, 2018). Out of 28 our mutual funds 25
(or 89%) performed better than their relevant indexes showing a slight increase
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from 86% comparing to the previous quarter when 24 out of 28 were better. All
guaranteed products were better than
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Disclaimer
More information on Storebrand’s investment practices and funds can be found on storebrand.com, storebrand.no and
sppfonder.se. Historic revenue is not a guarantee for future revenues. Investments in mutual funds can both increase and
decrease in value and it is not guaranteed that you will receive the entire original investment.
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